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surroundings with the mantra of the weapon and the
divine essences beyond that with the same, and exhibit
the mudra known as the Mahamudra both upwards and
downwards (31). He should' worship the god Shiva in his
heart with the flowers of sentiment, by practising the Purak
form of the kumvaka, (taking in of the air), and perform
the homa ceremony in the fire situate at his umbilical
region and known as the Shivanala, with the clari-
fied butter of ambrosia dropped down in the course of
practising the Kumvuka, and meditate upon the god as
revealed in the form of a point at the centre of the nerve
ganglion at the forehead (33^ Similarly the vessels or the
capacities of the utensils of gold etc, to be used in the course
of the worship, should be purified with the water of nectar
obtained from the above source and with sundried rice
and the watrr consecrated -with the weapon mantra (Fut)
(34)* and worshipped after having invoked them by per-
forming in their honour the nyasa ceremony known as
the Sadavganyasa. They should be covered over with the
mantra which serves the purpose of an armour (Kabacha
mantra} after having protected them with the Hati mantra
which is the mantra of protection (35)*
Subsequent to that the Argha or the preliminary offering
should be dressed up, composed of the eight substances,
which should be sprinkled over with water by means ot the
Dhanuitttidra, and after which the worshipper should sprinkle
the same over his* Hf*ad (36). The articles to be used in
the worship should b* consecrated with mantras, and threads
should be girdled round them (37). The Mudra known as
the Amrita mudra should be exhibited, "and Bower should
be cast on the cttshkm of worship, while the worshipper
should deck hb face with |be tilmk mark, and put another
flower oo his own bead consecrated by the principal mantra
of the god (3§J* A man of gentle teraperajaeBt should
site«t at tbt time of eating, battaog, and worshipping

